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‘Hi stranger’ available now worldwide on the Apple App Store

LISBON, PORTUGAL, July 6, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Available now worldwide, the app Hi stranger is the first in the
world designed to be used as an interaction facilitator, making it
possible for two people that are next to each other to be
introduced when they are not able to interact or talk for any
reason. Hi stranger is also a social discovery tool, that can be
used to discover who’s nearby, or anywhere in the world exploring
a map. Users can virtually smile to other users and when two
persons smile to each other they both get introduced through the
app. 

When a user opens the app a list of people who are, or were,
closest to its location, is presented ordered by distance. If two
persons next to each other open the app they will see their
profiles in first place. The app let’s the users find more details
about the profiles around them and send a virtual smile to the
profiles they like. It also let’s users explore a map to discover
people in other locations, anywhere in the world. If someone
smiles to the user he will get a notification, it’s not about blind
matching. And when two users smile to each other Hi stranger
introduces them and let’s them talk inside the app.

Hi stranger is free and available worldwide in several languages on the Apple App Store, and will
soon be also available in the Android Market and Microsoft Store. Please visit www.sayhistranger.com
for more information and screenshots of the app.

Hi stranger is a result of a Lisbon based technology venture, co-developed by university friends, ex-
work colleagues and was tested through a 6 month pilot running in Portugal.
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